We announce three new rigorous results for the quantum mechanical hydrogen atom in constant magnetic field: (i) Borel summability of the small field perturbation series, (ii) detailed large field asymptotics, and (iii) non-degeneracy of the ground state ti~and a proof that it has L~t~o = 0 for all values of the field.
The weak field Zeeman effect [1] in simple atoms A = -4(r X B); B = (0,0, B) (2) was one of the earliest problems studied [2] to give here but we can say something about the methods. [51Then! comes from the following: The leading term in There is one very interesting aspect of our study of where similar~-~00 and n -~oo limits are interchanged
[9] The reduction of the center of mass is actually subtle; for with abandon; we believe this interchange is correct in a free particle in a magnetic field, the momentum perpenthat case but it is clearly more subtle than previously dicular to the field is not conserved but the gauge invaribelieved, ant quantity C p + eA (with e the charge of the particle)
To prove Theorem 2, one introduces a coupling conrelated to the position of the center of rotation, is constant X in front of the r~term in (1) and notes that served and plays a role similar to the momentum. But certain circumstances the ground state wave function
[15] This is a technical condition which says that the eigenvalue remains isolated and its multiplicity constant for of a quantum mechanical particle must collapse to small complex B. An example of a non-stable perturbawards the origin as the potential becomes more attraction, even for real coupling, is the Stark prob1em~see e.g.
tive.
